
Loving, Knowing, and Growing 

Loving with Tara Brach: Part 1 Meditation

So let's practice together.

Wherever you are, you might close your eyes and consider this that you're going to be exploring 

a light RAIN. 

And the beginning of that is to come into presence. Feel your body sitting here, feel your body 

breathing. 

And you might scan your life and sense where there's some place that you get stuck. An emotional 

difficulty. And perhaps turned on yourself. 

Place where you get reactive. It might be in a relationship. It might be some situation at work. It 

might be some addictive behavior. 

Some reaction to another person's life. What's going on for them? 

Someplace where you feel like you get stuck, what we might call in our limbic brain, where 

you're reactive. And in some way cut off from yourself. 

And when you identify the situation, go to a time when it was most predominant, most recently. 

That's easy to remember, as if you're watching a movie and you're moving through it and 

freezing the frame right where you get most reactive. So you can kind of tune into the space 

that you're in. Visually see it.

If there's another person involved, you might see their face. Sense what they're saying. What's 

going on? 

And when you're at that point of where you feel most reactive and you've kind of frozen the 

frame begin RAIN by just recognizing what ever is most predominant. Or whatever, emotion or 

feeling is strongest. It might be fear or anger or hurt, confusion.

You might just mentally name that. Note it.

And after you do, intentionally allow it to be there. In some way, you're saying, yes, this is the 

reality of the moment. Not fighting what's happening. You're not resisting it. You're not liking it. 

You're just letting it be.

And that'll help you to move into the investigate step.

Begin investigating by very consciously bringing a kind of interest or curiosity. You might ask 
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"what most wants my attention right now?" Just check into your body, feel whatever you're feeling.

Where is this living in my body?

Encourage you to check your throat, your chest, your belly. This kind of centerline of the body, to 

sense where somatically do you most experience what's going on? 

You might ask yourself, what am I believing right now? And this is a cognitive question, but it can 

help you come back to your body, as you'll see. 

So what am I believing? Am I believing that I'm failing? That someone else doesn't care about 

me? Am I believing that things will never change. It'll never get better. Am I believing that I'm 

unlovable? See if there's a core belief in there. 

And with whatever comes up, sense where it lives in the body. Keep coming back to your body. 

See if you can ask "Where do I feel most vulnerable? Where is it in my body?" 

And you might experiment right now by letting your body posture and your face express what 

you're feeling. If you haven't done this before, can be a powerful way to investigate and get 

more in contact with the truth of what's going on inside you. 

So let the expression of your face lift your posture. Maybe your shoulders will go forward. Maybe 

your fists will clench. Maybe your jaw will get tight. So you're embodying the feeling. 

Sense what's the worst part of all of this. 

Sense where your body is experiencing whatever you're most afraid of, most upset about. I Invite 

you to put your hand wherever you feel feelings the most strongly. And do it gently, with care, 

with interest. With your heart, or your throat, or your belly. 

And you'll find that touch helps you to stay with, breathe with, the feeling. You're not resisting. 

Your're opening to what's here. Maybe inviting is there anything under this that wants to be felt? 

Is there something else more that wants attention here? 

As you begin to touch the place where you feel vulnerable, you're beginning to come forward 

with the nurturing also. 

And you can ask this very important question. How does this part really want me to be with it? 

What is it most need? Does it need to feel loved?

Does it need to feel forgiven?

Does it need to feel accepted? That it belongs?
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Does it need to feel safe? 

Does it need to trust your goodness? Trust the gold? And as you ask that question, listen from 

your higher self and the most wise awake part of you for what's needed here. You can begin the 

nurturing by offering, from your own tender heart, whatever is most needed to the vulnerable 

part within you. You might offer words. "I'm sorry.

And I love you. I'm not leaving. You belong.

 I care about the suffering." Some words that directly offer comfort. Continue to offer that 

tenderness of touch. To bring your own wise heart to the hurting part of your own heart. And if 

you find that's difficult, if you find that you need something from something bigger and beyond 

your sense of self, then call in whatever source of loving most resonates and matters to you. 

Perhaps you have a grandmother or a friend or a spiritual teacher or a healer. And you trust their 

wisdom and heart. You might imagine that their love is kind of pouring through your hand into 

your own heart. 

Let it in. 

Give yourself permission to really let in love. 

What's that like? 

You might sense a formless kind of spiritual loving. 

Light washing through you. Tenderness, washing through. Whatever it is, let it in.

And let yourself surrender into it so that you can just feel that you belong to that loving. On your 

own, you can take as long as you'd like. 

For now, in after the RAIN, just notice the quality of prescence that's here and what's shifted? 

Whereas in the beginning, you might have felt like a stuck small self, a reactive small self, just 

sense the increase in presence and in compassion. This is the time when you can sense that 

you're no longer so identified with the small self. That rather you're resting in or belonging to a 

vast space of loving presence. 

You might rest some right now. 

Just listen to these words from the poet Rashani. 

"There is a brokenness out of which comes the unbroken. 

A shatteredness out of which blooms the unshatterable. 

There is a sorrow beyond all grief, which leads to joy 

and a fragility out of whose depths emerges strength. 


